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Abstract 
This study is aimed to offer detailed information of phonetics that has been narrated by Tolkapiyar 
about 2100 years ago. The phonetics of Tamil has never been studied properly in any way. To 
substitute the need, this study has offered a comprehensive look on Tamil phonetics properties using a 
linguistics perspectives. In comparison, grammatical enumeration and linguistics specifications able to 
offer a detailed account of Tamil phonetic system and its appropriateness.   
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Introduction  
The first traditional grammarian of Tamil, Tolk ppiyar describes all features of phonology such as 
phonemes, allophones, phonemic structure, phonetic symbols, morpho-phonemics, alternations, 
juncture, phonetics changes and canonical forms of sounds in the first part (E uttatik ram) of 
Tolk ppiyam. The E uttatik ram has nine chapters, marapu (Tol.E u.1-33), Mo imarapu 
(Tol.E u.34-82), Pi appiyal (Tol.E u.83-102), Pu ariyal (Tol.E u.103-142), Tokaimarapu 
(Tol.E u.143-172), Urupiyal (Tol.E u.173-202), Uyirmaya kiyal (Tol.E u.203-295), Pu imaya kiyal 
(Tol.E u.296-405) and Ku iyalukarap pu ariyal (Tol.E u.406-483). These nine chapters divide in to 
three categories basis subject, first two chapters discussed the phonemics, third the chapter defines the 
articulatory phonetics, and the last six chapters describes the coalescence (sandhi). Here primarily 
considers Tolk Pi appiyal. Tolk ppiyar discusses the articulatory process of all speech 
sounds, points of articulation and manners of articulation etc. in the chapter of Pi appiyal.  

 
The structure of the pi appiyal (Chapter of Articulatory Phonetics)  
Tolk ppiyar arranges the pi appiyal in following order:  Common features of the speech production 
(eight organs of speech) (n p /s tra 83)  
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i. Three Air chambers: Head, Throat and Chest 
ii. Five Articulators 
a. Three Active articulators: Teeth, Lips and Tongue
b. Two Passive articulators: Nose and Palate

Points and manners of articulation of the sounds (n p s/s tras 84-101)

i. Primary sounds: (n as/s tras 84-100)
a. Twelve vowels (n p s/s tras 84-88)
b. Eighteen consonants (n p s/s tras 89-100)

ii. Secondary sounds [c rpe uttukka ] (n p /s tra 101)
a. Three secondary sounds (Allophones)

Common features of the speech production of Tolk ppiyar   
Tolk ppiyar mention the eight common features of the speech production (air-stream, oral and nasal 
cavities, active and passive articulators etc.) in the first n p /s tra of pi appiyal, they: 

until muntu va it
talaiyi um mi a i um neñci um nilai-ip
pallum ita
a amum u appa a  e mu
u uppuu -amaiya ne ippa i

-e uttuñ collu
pi appi u- -iyala 
ti appa at teriyu ci y- a

Tol.E u.83

It will be evident on careful observation
that all sounds when pronounced are produced in different ways
as the results of the modifications undergone
by the rising air starting from the navel
and passing through the eight places in [its] course-
the head, and the throat, and the chest,
the teeth, and the lips, and the tongue, and the nose; and the palate 1   

Tolk ppiyar describes the origin and movement of the air in the beginning of the n p /s tra,  
u va i it means raising the air from the Diaphragm. It (air) is a key to speech 

production. Both commentators of Tolk ppiyam, I amp ra ar (AD.1100) and Nacci rkki iyar (AD.1400) 
describe as navel (kopp ). K.Murugaiyan2 and S.V.Shanmugam3 both of defines the as 
Diaphragm. The air reaching the three points (head, throat, and chest) and involving the five articulators 
(teeth, lips, tongue, nose and palate) to produce the different sounds. Tolk ppiyar classifies the speech 
organs into two that, air chambers and articulators. Modern phoneticians agree with Tolk
classification of speech organs. The first division consists of the head, throat, and chest. These are 

1 Zvelebil, K. (1972). Tolk ppiyam - E uttatik ram English translation. Journal of Tamil studies, 1(1), p.51.
2 Murugaya , K. (1972). oliyiyal ko kai. iyiyal, In Ca.Akattiyali kam, K.Murukaiya
(eds.), p.5.
3 Ca mukam, Ce.Vai. (2001). E uttilakka u (Mutal patippu), p.48.
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functioning as respiratory, phonatory and articulatory systems respectively.4 The second division consists 
of the rest which are situated in the head namely teeth (pal), lips (ita ), tongue (n ), nose (m kku) and 
palate (a am). This division plays the major role in articulating speech sounds.5 Tolk ppiyar enumerates 
the total number of speech organs as eight, does not divide them in numbers. V ram mu ivar (AD.1700) 
divides the speech organs clearly, he divides them in to two groups that air chambers and articulators and 
he called them orderly primary points (places) (mutal i am) and secondary points (tu ai i am).6 He 
enumerates the articulators as five, does not enumerate the air chambers. All other grammarians are not 
enumerating the speech organs in number. Tolk ppiyar arranges the air chambers and the articulators in 
following order: Air chambers: head, throat, and chest; Articulators: teeth, lips, tongue, nose and palate. In 
the order of articulators, he mentions the first, active articulators (teeth, lips, tongue) and then passive 
articulators (nose, palate).   

 
Comparison of Common features of the speech production of Tolk ppiyar and other Tamil 
grammarians    
All the Tamil grammarians mention the eight organs of speech and classifying into two groups as air 
chambers and articulators. They are mentioning the first, air chambers and then articulators. A number of 
the air chambers and articulators is changed by the grammarians. Tolk ppiyar, Ku av rapa itar 
(AD.1200) and V ram mu ivar (AD.1700) mentions three air chambers and five articulators, they are talk 
about the nose as articulator. The nasal cavity (nose) behaves just like the other articulators in helping for 
the production of sounds using the energy obtained from the air contained in the first division of organs.7 
Puttamittira r (AD. 1100), Pavananti mu ivar (AD.1300) and Vaittiyan ta t cikar (AD.1700) mentions 
both of four (four air chambers and four articulators), they are listing the air chambers including the nose. 
It will be described in the table 2.1.  

 
Table 2.1 Tamil Grammarians placed the Air chambers and Articulators  
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BC.  
300 

Tolk ppiyar Tolk ppiyam 83 Head, Throat 
and Chest 

3 Teeth, Lips, 
Tongue, Nose 

and Palate 

5 8 

AD. 
1100 

Puttamittira r V rac iyam 6 Chest, Head, 
Throat and 

Nose 

4 Palate, Teeth, 
Lips  and 
Tongue 

4 8 

AD. 
1200 

Ku av rapa itar N min tam 6 Chest, Head 
and Throat 

3 Teeth, 
Tongue, 

Palate, Lips  
and  Nose 

5 8 

 
4 K.Murugayan, Articulation as Described by Tamil Grammaria , Journal of Tamil Studies,vol.03,1973, p.45. 

5 Ibid.  
6 To lvi akkam 3. 
7 K.Murugayan, Articulation as Described by Tamil Gramma , Journal of Tamil Studies,vol.03,1973, p.46. 
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AD. 
1300

Pavananti 
mu ivar

Na l 74 Chest, 
Throat, Top 
of the head 
(ucci) and 

Nose

4 Lips, Tongue, 
Teeth, and 

Palate

4 8

AD. 
1700

Vaittiyan ta 
t cikar

Ilakka a
vi akkam

9 Top of the 
head (ucci), 

Throat, Chest
and Nose

4 Lips, Tongue, 
Teeth, and 

Palate

4 8

AD. 
1700

V ram mu ivar To l 
vi akkam

3 Throat, Chest
and Top of 

the head 
(ucci)

3 Lips, Nose, 
Palate Teeth 
and Tongue

5 8

Comparison of Common features of the speech production of Tolk ppiyar and P ini 
In Sanskrit, the P a also mention eight organs of speech8 in different order. The classification 
of the speech organs is same in the Tolk ppiyam and P iniya a.9 Both of them classified the first, air 
chambers and then articulators. This classification is common in the Indian phonetic system. The 
arrangement of three air chambers and five articulators is different order in the P a and 
Tolk ppiyam, as compared in the following charts:

Chart 2.1 Tolk ppiyar order of the Air chambers               Chart 2.2 P ini order of the Air chambers

Chart 2.3 Tolk ppiyar order of the Articulators:

Chart 2.4 P ini order of the Articulators: 

P ini arranges the air chambers from the chest to pharynx, but Tolk ppiyar arranges in the opposite order 
from head to chest. P ini does not mention the head as an air chamber, and he divides the throat cavity in 

8 P a 6-18.
9 It was discussed briefly by P.S.Subrahmanya Sastri in History of grammatical theories in Tamil and their relation
to the                                                                 grammatical literature in Sanskrit. first ed.1934, rep.1997, and p.6. & 
K.Murgaiyan also discussed in Tolkappiya Pirappiyal and Paninia Siksa - A Comparative Study, IJDL, vol.XVI, 
no.1, 1987, p.127.  
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to two throat and pharynx. In the description of articulators both mentioned six articulators (lips, teeth, 
tongue, palate and nose) in different order and they indicate the nose as articulator. Both of them complete 
the list of articulators with palate. P jihv m la,it mea ns root of the tongue. He 
describes only the root of the tongue as an articulator. jihv m la is a part of the tongue, it does not cover 
the full form (tip, edge and middle part) of the tongue. Tolk ppiyar mention the full form of the tongue as 
n , it covers the tip, edge, middle and root of the tongue. Modern phoneticians agree with Tolk ppiyar 
point of view in the description of the tongue and disagrees the classification of the nose, the nose is an air 
chamber not articulator.  

 
Classification of speech sounds of Tolk ppiyar and other Tamil grammarians   
Most of the Tamil grammarians classify the speech sounds into two categories, primary and secondary.10 
Respectively called them mutale uttu and c rpe uttu. Tolk ppiyar mentions the primary sounds as thirty, 
secondary sounds as three.11 Puttamittira r discuss the primary sounds as thirty-one with ytam and the 
secondary sounds as eleven.12 Ku av rapa itar says, thirty-one primary sounds with ytam and 244 
secondary sounds.13 Pavananti mu ivar mentions the thirty primary sounds and ten secondary sounds.14 
V ram mu ivar says that the primary sounds as thirty, secondary sounds as nine.15 Muttuv ra up ttiy yar 
mentions that the thirty primary sounds and two secondary sounds.16 They are describing clearly the points 
and manners of articulation of both the primary and secondary sounds. 

 
Primary sounds 
Tolk ppiyar used the term  for the speech sound (phone). He uses the same term for the following 
senses phoneme and grapheme. Most of the places he uses the term  in the sense of phoneme.17 
He describes the thirty primary sounds and divide them in to two separations that vowels and consonants. 
He lists the vowels as twelve and the consonants as eighteen,18 they:   

 
Table 2.2 Primary sounds of Tamil 

Vowels Consonants 

a  i  u  e a
i 

o a
u 

k c   t n p m y r l v    

 
Tolk ppiyar´s treatment of vowels  
Tolk ppiyar treats the vowels in following order: Classification of the vowels basis time duration 
(m ttirai) as short and long (Tol.E u.3 and 4)  List of total vowels (Tol.E u.8). Common feature of the 
speech production of the vowels (Tol.E u.84). Manner of articulation of the vowels (Tol.E u.85, 86 and 
87). Tolk ppiyar mention the vowels as twelve19 and he classifies them in to two categories20 short and 

 
10  First n p  of the e uttatik ram in Tolk ppiyam; Na l 58; To lvi akkam 5 and Muttuv riyam 4. 
11  First n p  of the Tolk ppiyam. 
12  V rac iyam 1,2,3 and 5. 
13 N min tam 1,3 and 4. 
14 Na l 59 and 60. 
15 To lvi akkam 5. 
16 Muttuv riyam 22.  
17 ikkam. oliya , te.Po ivi  
    ka.Murukaiya  oliyiyal ko iyiyal, 1972,p.33.  
18 Tolk ppiyam 8 and 9. 
19 Tolk ppiyam 8. 
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long basis time duration. He lists the short vowels as five, a, i, u, e and o, the long vowels as seven, , , , 
, ai, and au, respectively called them orderly ku e uttu 21 and ne e uttu.22 In the list of long sounds, ai 

and au are diphthongs.23 Tolk ppiyar states the diphthong, -aik ram [a + i = ai] and
ram [a + u = au] (Tol.E u.54, 55).

Chart 2.5 Tamil cardinal vowels

All the twelve vowels are p navel and passing through the neck 
(glottis) without undergoing any modification. Tolk ppiyar categorized the manner of articulation of the 
vowels in three folders. All the later grammarians are followed this classification with order. They are:  

1. Opening the mouth (mid vowels) 
2. The edges of the front of the tongue touch the teeth ridge (front vowels)
3. Rounding the lips (back vowels) 

    1. Opening the mouth:
Tolk ppiyar defines this manner for the production of a, and he lists two vowels (short one a and long 
one ) in this sense. 

a     - Tol.E u.85
[a, ] those two, are uttered by opening the mouth.  

2. The edges of the front of the tongue touch the teeth ridge:
Tolk ppiyar lists the five vowels in this sense that, two short vowels: i and e, two long vowels: and 
and a diphthong: ai.

e a icaikkum
a

avai
a p impuu al u aiya- Tol.E u.86

20 Ibid.3 and 4.
21 Tolk ppiyam 3.
22 Ibid.4.
23 Ka.Murukaiya oliyiyal ko kai", piya mo iyiyal, 1972, p.34.
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The five vowels will be produced in the same way (opening the mouth) as the edges of the front of the 
tongue touch the teeth ridge [i, , e,  and ai]   

 
3. Rounding the lips: 
Tolk ppiyar lists the five vowels in this sense that, two short vowels: u and o, two long vowels:  and , 
and a diphthong: au. 

     
   e a icaikkum 
   kuvin tiyalum       - Tol.E u.87 
 

The five sounds u, , o,  and au are produced by rounding the lips.  
Pavananti mu ivar, Vaittiyan ta t cikar and Muttuv ra up ttiy yar are repeated Tolk
of manners of articulation of the vowels. Thay are:    

 
 a kappu (opening the mouth) for a and . (Tol.E u.85), (Na .76), (Ila.vi.11), (Mu.v .44) 
a impuu al (the edges of the front of the tongue touch the teeth ridge) for i, , e,  and ai.  
(Tol.E u.86), (Na .77), (Ila.vi.11), (Mu.v .45).  
ita kuvivu (rounding the lips) for u, , o,  and au. (Tol.E u.87), (Na .78), (Ila.vi.11), (Mu.v .46) 
 

Tolk ppiyar´s theory in the treatment of vowels  
Tolk ppiyar describes the vowels systematically. His theory of vowel description discussed in three 
folders that, Classification of vowels, List of vowels and Manner of articulation of vowels. After the list of 
primary and secondary sounds, Tolk ppiyar mention the classification of vowels as short and long basis 
time duration. He explains the short and long vowels as following:  

 
 
1. Classification of vowels (Tol.E u.3, 4)   
 
Name of the sounds (a i u e o /    au) 
Total number of the sounds (aintum um) 
Time duration of the sounds ( ra apu) 
Category of the sounds (ku e uttu / ne e uttu)  
Quotation (e pa)    
 

Tolk ppiyar using the same method for categorized the vowels as short and long. First, he mention the 
name of all short (a i u e o) and long  vowels, then count the all vowels in number as five 
and seven um), then gives the tome duration, one m ttirai and two m ttirai ( ra apu / apu), 
then categorized them as short and long (ku e uttu / ne e uttu) and the last he quote as e pa. 

 
2. List of vowels (Tol.E u.8)  

 
Last sound (au) of the vowels of standard alphabet order . Total sounds in number 
(pa uttum), Category of the sound (uyire a), Quotation (Mo ipa).  

 
First, he mentions, till au  totally 12 sounds (pa uttum) then he categorized them as 
a vowel (uyir) and the last he quotes as this is not his owns statement, he followed standard 
alphabet order. Till au (last vowel), it means all the vowels (starting with a and ending 
with au), this system of description found in Tolk ppiyam only. Tolk ppiyar used this method both in the 
list of vowels (Tol.E u.8) and the list of consonants (Tol.E u.9). 
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3. Manner of articulation of vowels (Tol.E u.84-88)

Name of the sounds i
Total number of the sounds ( yira u / aintum)
Manner of articulation (a kappu / a impuu al / ita kuvivu)

Tolk ppiyar used the same method in the description of the manner of articulation of all vowels. First, he 
mentions the sounds, then count them in number and the last define manner of articulation of vowels.   

Tolk ppiyar followed the standard method in the description of vowels. He deliberates the vowels in 
following order: List of sounds, numbering, and explanation. Both of the classification of vowels and list 
of vowels are n guistic tradition, he 
mention it clearly e Tolk ppiyar define the manner of articulation of vowels 
individually. 

Tolk ppiyar´s classification of vowels   
In Tolk ppiyar list of secondary sounds24 shortened i (ku iyal-ikaram) and shortened u (ku iyal-ukaram)
both secondary vowels.25 Tolk ppiyar does not mention these two in vowel list and not divide the vowels 
as primary and secondary.   

Table 2.3 Tolk

Un-identifiable 
classification

Identifiable 
classification

Sounds Total

Primary vowels
Short a, i, u, e, o 5
Long , , , , 5

Diphthong ai, au 2
Secondary vowels shortened  i,

shortened  u
, 2 

Tolk observation of short and long vowels is insufficiency. He describes the differences between 
short and long vowels by duration only, does not define basis tongue position. Modern phoneticians 
consider tongue position is main role for vowel classification; it will be discussed in the chart 2.6.    

Chart 2.6 Variances among short and long vowels in tongue position  

24 Tolk ppiyam 2.
25 Subrahmanya Sastri P.S.1934. History of Grammatical Theories in Tamil and their relation to the Grammatical 
Literature in Sanskrit, p.18 (Reprint:1997) 
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Tolk pp  
Tolk ppiyar classifies the vowels as short, long and diphthong basis time duration only. He gives ra apu 
(one m ttirai) for short vowels and ra apu (two m ttirai) for long vowels. Tolk ppiyar basically   uses the 
short vowels for vowel classification. It is shown in following statements, -aik ram  
[a+i=ai] and -auk ram [a+u=au] (Tol.E u.54,55). First, he defines the short vowels 
then long and the last diphthongs (Tol.E u.3,85,86,87).  

 
Tamil vowels in Tolk ppiyar phonetics framework   
Tolk ppiyar does not define all manners of the vowels. He defines only the lip position for a and , does 
not mention other manners of the sounds. For i, , e,  and ai he defines only the tongue position does not 
mention lip position and he defines only lip position for u, ,o,  and au. Tolk ppiyar mentions only the 
major roles of the manners in the vowel description. The manner of mouth open (a kappu) is a main role 
of the production of a and , the edges of the front of the tongue touch the teeth ridge (a
vi impuu al) is a main role of the production of i, , e,  and ai and the manner of rounding the lips 
(ita kuvivu) is a major role of the production of u, ,o,  and au. Tolk ppiyar mention only the major role of 

table 2.4. S bawayh also used the same technique (he describes only the major role of manners of the 
vowels) in the speech production of Arabic vowels in Al-Kit b.  
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Tongue position

Lip position

Duration

1 a a - - + - + - + - - + - -

2 a - - + - + - + - - - + -

3 i i + - - + - - - + - + - -

4 i + - - + - - - + - - + -

5 u u - + - - - + - - + + - -

6 u - + - - - + - - + - + -

7 e e - - - + - - - + - + - -

8 e - - - + - - - + - - + -

9 ai ai - - - - - - - + - - + +

10 o o - - - - - + - - + + - -

11 o - - - - - + - - + - + -

Table 2.4 Tamil vowels in Tolk ppiyar phonetics framework 

  

                                       

Tolk ppiyar does not mention these features (manners) of the sounds.   

Tolk ppiyar´s treatment of consonants 
Tolk ppiyar arranges the points of articulation of eighteen consonants in ten places. He lists the eighteen 
consonan nakara i uvayp pati e e uttum meyye a mo ipa u.9) and describes their points 
and manners of articulation as following:  
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Figure 2.1. Tolk ppiyar arrangement of points of articulation of Tamil consonants from soft palate to 

lips  
1. The back of the tongue and the palate, (velar) [k, ] 

  ka a am    - Tol.E u.89 
    
       2. The middle of the tongue and the palate, (palatal) [c, ] 

  ca ña am        - Tol.E u.90 
 
    3. The tip of the tongue and the palate, (velarized alveolar) [ , ] 
  a a am        - Tol.E u.91

 
In the description of these six sounds (k , c ,  ), Tolk ppiyar mentions only the points of articulation 
that, - a am, i - a am and nu i - a am does not mentions the manners of articulation. 
He divides the perimeter into two as lower (tongue) and upper (palate), first he, define the lower perimeter 
as  i and nu  and then he defines the upper perimeter as a am. Tolk ppiyar does not 
divide the upper perimeter (a am) openly. I amp ra ar and Nacci rkki iyar comments that, the term 
mutal (root) is covered tongue (dorsum) and palate (soft palate/velum). Pavananti mu ivar and Vaittiyan ta 
t cikar are followed Tolk ppiyar, but Muttuv riya up ttiy yar gives both the points and manners of 
articulation. He provides the manner of articulation each two sounds, they:   

 
i. The back of the tongue presses the palate, (velar) [k, ]   
  a iya a m-a uttak ka a varum  -Mu.v .47 
 
ii. The middle of the tongue tight the palate, (palatal) [c, ] 

  i aiya a m-i ukkac cañave um -Mu.v .48 
iii. The tip of the tongue touch the palate, (velarized alveolar) [ , ]   

  nu iya a  a avarum     - Mu.v .49 
 

He uses the terms press, tight and touch for the manners of k , c  and  . All the other grammarians are 
used the term ka  for back of the tongue, but Muttuv ra up ttiy yar uses the term a , this is 
synonyms of ka .  
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4. t (and) n, they are easily produced by the tip of the tongue spread out, (its) body touching (and) striking 
the place adjacent to the teeth (where they) join the palate. 

    a am na iya palmutal maru ki
     i parantu meyu a vo at
    itu pi   - Tol.E u.93

   5. The tip of the tongue is raised and strikes the palate, (alveolar) [ , ] 
        a ari nu am o a 
        a a um pi akkum  - Tol.E u.94

6. The tip of the tongue is raised and rubs the palate, (alveolar) [r, ]

        nu a ari a am varu a 
        ra a um pi akkum -Tol.E u.95

7. The edge of the tongue swelling and coming into contact with the adjacent the teeth, so that (it 
respectively) strikes and rubs the palate at that place, (alveolar) [l, ] 

ki ya pal mutalu a 
a am o avum varu avum

la a um pi akkum - Tol.E u.96

8. The contact of the lips, (bilabial) [p, m]

ita iyaintu pi u.97

9. The contact of the teeth and lips, (labio-dental) [v]

pallita akkum      - Tol.E u.98

10. The air arising in the throat reaches the palate and the place is choked up, (palatal) [y]

a a e u va iicai 
ka u a akkum    - Tol.E u.



 

 

Tolk ppiyar describes both the points and manners of articulation in the same n p /s tra, that a ari nu
a am o a a  a  um pi akkum (Tol.E u.94). Here, nu  (tip of the tongue) and a am 
(palate) are points of articulation, a ari (raised) and o a (strikes) are the manners of articulation. All the 
other grammarians are followed the same method. Tolk ppiyar does not define the places basis stops, nasals, 
fricatives, trills etc. He mixes the stops with nasals in the same place of articulation as,      [k ], [c ], [  ], 
[t n], [  ], [p m], first he mention the stops and then nasals. 

 
Table 2.5 Tolk ppiyar phonetic table 
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Upper perimeters 

1 Tongue: lower than  ,  k,  k,  Palate: pre-farthest section 
2 Tongue: mid-section ,  c,  c,  Palate: mid-section 
3 Tongue: tip ,  , n ,  Palate: front section 
4 Tongue: expansion of back section ,  ,    t, n Palate: above the incisors 
5 Tongue: back section ,  d,  ,  Palate: front section 
6 Tongue: stroking of tip ,  r,   r,   Palate: front section 
7 Tongue: blade ,  l,  l,   Palate: front section  
8 Lip: lower ,  p, m p, m Lip: upper 
9 Lip: lower  v v Incisor : tip   
10 Tongue: mid-section  y y Tongue: mid-section  

 
 

Tolk ppiyar describes the speech production of eighteen consonants in ten n p s/s tras (Tol.E u.89-99), he 
allots one place per n p . Pavananti mu ivar describes the points and manners of articulation of eighteen 
consonants in eight n p s (Na .79-86), Vaittiyan ta t cikar describes speech production of eighteen 
consonants in one n p  (Ila.vi.12) and Muttuv ra up ttiy yar describes the points and manners of 
articulation of eighteen consonants in eleven n p s (Mu.v .42-57), he defines the separate place for .   
 
Tamil consonants in Tolk ppiyar phonetics framework 
Tolk ppiyar define the points of articulation of the consonants from the soft palate (velum) to lips. He does 
not mention sequentially. First four points he mention orderly from soft palate to teeth ridge that, soft palate 
[k ], mid palate [c ], hard palate [  ] and teeth ridge [t n]. Then he goes to opposite order, back of the teeth 
ridge [  ] and front of the mid palate [r ]. Then he comes to right order, teeth ridge [l ], lips (bilabial) [p m] 
and lips (labiodental) [v].The last he goes back to soft palate [y].  
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Table 2.6 Tamil Consonants in Tolk ppiyar Phonetics Framework 

Manner

Stop p t c k

Nasal m n

Trill r

Flap

Fricative v

Lateral Fricative

Approximant j

Lateral approximant l

Unvoiced Voiced

Tolk ppiyar´s order of the treatment of consonants 
Tolk ppiyar mentions the vowels are same order in all places of E uttatik ram, but he does not follow the 
same in the order of consonants. He followed the two-alphabet system in the description of consonants, they 
are:  

1. Standard alphabet order
2. Phonetic alphabet order (basis points of articulation)

1. Standard alphabet order:
Tolk ppiyar mostly mentions the consonants in the standard alphabet order in following n as of 
E uttatik ram: 9, 24-30, 48, 49, 61, 70, 143, 144, 146, 149, 150. 152, 170, 182, 203, 205, 206, 297, 478, 481.

2. Phonetic alphabet order (basis points of articulation):
Tolk ppiyar does not follow the standard alphabet order in pi appiyal. He describes the points of articulation 
of the consonants in the phonetic alphabet order (basis points of articulation) in following n as: 89-91, 93-
99 and 51 in mo imarapu. He does not declare any explanation for the phonetic alphabet order, like standard 

akaram mutal akara i uv y u.1). This phonetic alphabet order is starting from k
and ending with y. Tolk ppiyar created the order newly basis points of articulation of the consonants. 
S bawayh makes the phonetic alphabet order (basis points of articulation) in Arabic and he used frequently in 
the chapter of articulatory phonetics (Ch.565) of Al-Kit b.
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Table 2.7 Dissimilarities between the standard alphabet order and Tolk pp  
  
S. no. Standard                  alphabet order Tolk  

1  k  k 
2     
3  c  c 
4     
5     

6     
7  t  t 
8  n  n 
9  p   
10  m   

11  y  r 

12  r   

13  l  l 

14  v   

15    p 

16    m 

17    v 

18    y 

        Dissimilarity of the order 
 
The order of the consonants of other Tamil grammarians   
All the Tamil grammarians have generally followed the standard alphabet order. Pavananti mu ivar, 
Vaittiyan ta t cikar and Muttuv ra up ttiy yar are transformed the places of l, v,  and  only. They are 
arranged these sounds in the following order: , l, , and v,26  the order of , l, and  is similar to Tolk ppiyar 
phonetic alphabet order. In the descriptions of points of articulation, all the grammarians are placed the points 
of  and  at the last in the order except Tolk ppiyar. Tolk ppiyar explain the  and  in the middle of the 
order, after t and n. 
 
Tolk  
Tolk ppiyar treats the consonants analytically, divides his description in to three folders that list of 
consonants, classification of consonants, articulatory processes of consonants.  
 
1. List of consonants (Tol.E u.9)   
 
Last sound ( ) of the consonants (  
Total number of sounds (pati e  e uttum) 

 
26 Na l 83, 84 and 85, Ilakka avi akkam 12 and Muttuv riyam 53, 54, 55 and 56. 
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Category of the sound (meyye a)
Quotation (Mo ipa) 

2. Classification of consonants (Tol.E u.19, 20 and 21)  

Category of the sounds (Valle uttu / Melle uttu / I aiye uttu)
Name of the sounds  (k c t p / ñ n m / y r l v )
Tolk ppiyar called all the consonants in the form of vowel consonants as ka, ca etc. 

3. Articulatory processes of the consonants (Tol.E u.89-100)

Both of the stops and nasal are mentioned in the same points (k / c ñ / / t n / / p m)
Order of articulator:  
First, he mentions active articulator, then passive articulator.                                                                                        

am / Nu am)
Order of points of articulation: From soft palate to lips 
Phonetic alphabet order: Tolk ppiyar define the points of articulation of consonants in phonetic alphabet 
order basis points of articulation. 

Tolk ppiyar´s treatment of the secondary sounds [c rpe uttukka ] / Allophones 
Tolk ppiyar mention the allophones as three that, (Ku iyalikaram), (Ku iyalukaram) and ak .27

He says about the points of articulation of allophones (c rpe uttukka ),
28 but he does not count the allophones with primary 

sounds.

Classification of allophones of Tolk ppiyar and other Tamil grammarians 
The classification of allophones differs by the grammarians and the observation of allophones is not 
standardized. Tolk ppiyar mention only three allophones and other latter grammarians gives more than 
300.They categorized the allophones as, m, Uyira apu, O a apu, Ku iyalukaram  
Ku ukkam, Makarakku ukkam. This 
classification of allophones uses the first in na ul. 

Table 2.8 Total number of secondary sounds by Tamil grammarians 29  

Period Grammarian

Categories of secondary sounds (c rpe uttukka )

Total

27 Tolk ppiyam  2.
28 Ibid.101.
29 i u, 1990, p.392.
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BC. 300 Tolk ppiyar  1   1 1     3 

AD. 1100 Puttamittira r   7  1 1 1 1   11 

AD. 1200 Ku av rapa itar 

21
6  7 11
 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

239 

AD. 1300 Pavananti mu ivar 

21
6 8 21
 

42
 

37
 

36
 

3 1 3 2 

369 

AD. 1700 Vaittiyan ta t cikar 
21

6 1 7 11
 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

241 

AD. 1700 V ram mu ivar 

21
6 8 21
 

42
 

37
 

36
 

3 1 3  

367 

AD. 1900 Muttuv ra up ttiy yar 

21
6 1         

217 

 
Tolk ppiyar´s theory of treatment of allophones  
Tolk ppiyar mention the three allophones after the lists of thirty primary sounds. He describes the allophone 
in following order:  
 
Category of the sounds  (Tol.E u.1) 
Total number of the sounds u) (Tol.E u.1) 
Name of the sounds (Ku iyalikaram, Ku iyalu  (Tol.E u.2) 
Duration of allophones (araiya apu) (Tol.E u.12)  
Category of the sounds  and a total number of the sounds u) mention in the first n p , 
then he mentions the names in the second n p  and the duration of allophones in the twelfth n p . 
 
Tolk ounds  
He classifies the speech sounds clear as primary and secondary. In the primary sounds, first he explains the 
manners of articulation of the twelve vowels and then he describes the details of points and manners of 
articulation of the eighteen consonants and the last, he defines the points and manners of articulation of three 
secondary sounds. All the later grammarians have followed this method of description (vowel-consonant-
allophone). Tolk ppiyar followed this order in the list of sounds (Tol.E u.1), time duration (Tol.E u.3,4,11), 
classification of sounds (Tol.E u.8,9) and articulatory processes of the sounds (Tol.E u.85-101), but he 
change this order at the common features of the speech production only. Here, he mentions the first, common 
features of the speech production for consonants (Tol.E u.83) and then vowels (Tol.E u.84). S bawayh 
describes the Arabic sounds in opposite order, he also classified the speech sounds as primary and secondary, 
but he does not make the separate division for the primary sounds as vowels and consonants like 
Tolk ppiyar. So he discusses the first, consonants then secondary sounds and the last vowels (consonant-
allophone-vowel). 
 
Tolk ppiyar describes the speech sounds not only in Pi appiyal, he mentioned some features of the sounds in 
n nmarapu also.  They are: 
 
Primary and secondary sounds  
Thirteen original sounds (12 vowels and 18 consonants) with standard alphabet order (Tol.E u.1) 
Name of three secondary sounds (c rpe uttukka ) (Tol.E u.2) 
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Vowels: 
Name of five short vowels (Tol.E u.3)  
Name of seven long vowels (Tol.E u.4)
Total numbers (12) of vowels (Tol.E u.8)
Quantity of vowels (Tol.E u.7)
Extra lengthening of vowels (Tol.E u.5,6) 
Extra lengthening of sounds in music (Tol.E u.33)

Consonants:
Total number (18) of consonants (Tol.E u.9)
Quantity of consonants (Tol.E u.11)
Quantity of secondary sounds (Tol.E u.12)
Quantity of shortened m (Tol.E u.13)
Mutual linear order of vowels and consonants (Tol.E u.18)

Vowel consonants: 
Quantity of vowel (vocalized) consonants (Tol.E u.10)
Classification of the consonants:
Stop sounds: k, c, , t, p, . (Tol.E u.19) 
Nasal sounds: , , , n, m, . (Tol.E u.20)
Semi vowels: y, r, l, v, , . (Tol.E u.21)

Grapheme of the sounds:
Grapheme of the shortened m (Tol.E u.14)
Grapheme of the consonants (Tol.E u.15)
Grapheme of e and o (Tol.E u.16)
Graphic representation of vowel consonants (Tol.E u.17)

Tolk ppiyar classification of the speech sounds basis time duration (m ttirai)
Tolk ppiyar defines the duration of the sounds that, one m ttirai for short vowels, two m ttirai for long 
vowels, half m ttirai for consonants and allophones. He does not create separate category for diphthongs 
basis time duration, mixing with the long vowels. Tolk ppiyar´s observation of m ttirai, gives some links 
between Tamil and Sanskrit. N rp s 5, 33, 83, 102 and 103 evidently displays that, Tolk ppiyar has studied 

and Pr d musical texts of Sanskrit.30    
               

30 Subrahmanya Sastri P.S. History of Grammatical Theories in Tamil and their relation to the Grammatical Literature 
in Sanskrit, 1934 (reprint 1997), p.10. & Krishnaswamy Nachimuthu. Negotiating Tamil-Sanskrit Contacts: 
Engagements by Tamil Grammarians, 2009, p.3. 
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Diagram 2.1 Tolk p classification of sounds basis time duration (m ttirai)

Tolk m ttirai:

One m ttirai is the time taken by a wink of the eyes (or) a snap of the fingers.
       

ka imai no i e   
        nu iti u a     -  Tol.E u.7

Tolk ppiyar classifies the speech sounds in acoustic level (m ttirai) that, vowels: short and long, consonants, 
allophones, and vowel consonants. 

Conclusion 
Tolkappiyar treatise the phonetics authentically, it's evidently displayed in (p yiram) 

Maya e uttumu i).
Tolk ppiyar mention briefly the total speech sounds of Tamil in the first n a utte ap pa upa / Akaram 
mutal akaram i tu e mu ala ka and he classifies them in 
to two phones and allophones. Then he describes the phonetic processes of the sounds in following order: 
Name of allophones (Tol.E u.2); Classification of vowels basis time duration (Tol.E u.3): Short and Long; 
Classification of primary sounds (Tol.E u.8 and 9) Vowels and Consonants; Time duration of consonants and 
allophones (Tol.E u.11 and 12); Classification of consonants (Tol.E u.18, 19 and 20): Stops,Nasals and Trill, 
fricative etc.; Definition of diphthong (Tol.E u.54 and 55).

Then he describes the points and manners of articulation are systematical. Before the entry to the 
description of the points and manners of articulation of the sounds, he mentions the common features of the 
speech production. In the beginning of pi appiyal, first two n as (Tol.E u.83 and 84) describes the 
common features of the speech production, first n a explains the common features of the speech 
production only for consonants and the next n a defines the common sense of the speech production of 
vowels. Tolk (Tol.E u.84). 
All the other grammarians are not mentioning this sense of vowels description. Then he describes the 
articulatory processes of the sounds orderly, vowels, consonants, and allophones. 

In the description of vowels, first, Tolk ppiyar divides the vowels (Tol.E u.3 and 4) as short and long 
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and then he mentions the list of vowels (Tol.E u.8). He changes to this order in the description of consonants. 
Here, first he mentions the list of consonants (Tol.E u.9) and then he divides the consonants (Tol.E u.19,20 
and 21) as stop (Valle uttu) nasal (Melle uttu) and others (I aiye uttu). He counts the sounds in number at 
vowel classification only, he does not count the sounds in the classification of consonants. The list of sounds 
and classification are taken from the old Tamil linguistic tradition, but points and manners of articulation are 
defined from Tolk ppiyar not only says the points and manners of 
articulation, but he also counting the sounds in number as, yira u, etc. This is very useful to 
verify the sounds. All the later grammarians are not counting the sounds in number.  
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